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Abstract

Recently, there have been some studies on security 
applications using cellular automata. A cellular automaton 
(CA) is characterized by simplicity and high-speed 
computation, making it suitable for the resource-constrained 
IoT environment. In this paper, we first merge a sliding-
window, bit permutation, and a CA and propose a keystream 
generator that has the inherent CA advantages of simplicity 
and speed. The sliding-window provides the unpredictability 
of the keystream and gains strength in terms of security. The 
produced keystream has passed the tests of NIST SP800-22. 
On the basis of the proposed sliding-window CA keystream 
generator, an image encryption system is further proposed. 
We use the keystream generated to scramble and confuse 
the original image. The histogram of the encrypted image 
is more average. It can resist differential attacks, and in the 
differential attack analysis, the NPCR and UACI values are at 
least 99% and 33%, respectively.

Keywords: Cellular automata, Internet of Things, Sliding-
window, Image encryption, Keystream generator

1  Introduction

For security, the current cryptosystem generally requires 
complex operations. However, under the resource-constrained 
Internet of Things (IoT), a complex system reduces 
communication efficiency [1-2]. The cellular automaton (CA) 
is a suitable method in this regard [3-4]. A cellular automaton 
(CA) is characterized by simplicity and high-speed 
computation and suitable for the application in IoT. Currently 
cellular automata are used in the field of cryptography. 
Many encryption systems based on cellular automata have 
been proposed [5-9]. A CA can serve as a source of random 
numbers to be used for encryption messages and other 
applications [10]. To increase the unpredictability of secure 
applications, different CA rules are merged on the basis of 
simple logic operations of the CA [9, 11].

The proposed keystream generator is based on iteration. 
The output data of one iteration are the input for the 
keystream generator for the next iteration of the CA [12-
13]. In this paper, we introduce the sliding-window concept 
to strengthen the keystream generator in terms of security. A 

sliding-window makes the output data of one iteration, which 
will be the input for the next iteration, variable, making the 
output keystream unpredictable. This can further increase the 
variability of the input data for the third iteration and make 
the output more chaotic.  The proposed keystream generator 
combining a sliding-window, a CA, and bit permutation is 
suitable for resource-constrained IoT systems. The produced 
keystream can resist typical attacks and has passed the tests 
of NIST SP800-22 [14].

Research on image encryption has garnered a lot of 
attention [15-22]. The key-stream generated by the proposed 
sliding-window cellular automaton (SWCA) keystream 
generator is applied to disturb and confuse an image in 
order to encrypt it. In the security analysis, compared with 
histograms of images encrypted by traditional methods, the 
histogram of the image encrypted by this method is more 
average, which means that the distribution of image pixels is 
more uniform and the key space is larger. In the differential 
attack analysis, the Number of Changing Pixel Rate (NPCR) 
value and the Unified Averaged Changed Intensity (UACI) 
value are more than 99% and 33%, respectively. This means 
that the proposed image encryption system effectively resists 
differential attacks.

The CA has the merits of simple logic operations and 
high speed. In this paper, the application of CA to the security 
of IoT is our motivation. The contribution of the paper is 
the sliding-window of CA is utilized to promote the chaos 
of input data for each iteration of the keystream generator. 
Besides, to gain the security, we merged multiple CA in the 
proposed scheme. Finally, based on the generated keystream, 
an image scheme is built by scrambling and confusion. It 
inherent the advantage of CA and is suitable to IoT.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces 
the CA. Section 3 depicts our proposed SWCA-based 
keystream generator and image encryption based on the 
proposed keystream generator. Section 4 illustrates the 
implementation and its result analysis to test the functionality 
of our proposed scheme. Security analysis and experimental 
results are also shown. Section 5 provides the conclusion.

2  Cellular Automata

2.1 Principle of CA
Keystream generators play a pivotal role in IoT 

communication security. The CA-based keystream generator 
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is important for data communication between various 
devices [23]. Neumann proposed the concept of a CA based 
on simple logic operation, which has the characteristics of 
simplicity and nonlinearity [10]. Various results are generated 
according to its own state, the state of its neighbors, and 
different rules of cellular automata. For the CA in a one-
dimensional space, an iterative output consists of a logical 
value of 0 or 1. Mathematically, it can be defined as Equation 
(1):

            1( ) ( ( 1), ( ), ( 1))t t t ta i f a i a i a i+ = − + ,   (1)

where at(i) represents the state of a bit, i represents the 
position of the bit in the sequence, t is the current state of 
the sequence, and at+1(i) is the next state of the sequence. 
When the operation of one bit is iterated to the next bit, the 
logic operation will be performed according to the cell itself 
and the states of the neighborhoods. As shown in Figure 1, 
the bits on the left and on the right generate the bit state of 
the next iteration according to different CA rules. Cellular 
automata have different numbers of rules as per the different 
logical operations.

CA rule operation

( 1)ta i − ( )ta i ( 1)ta i +

1( )ta i+

Figure 1.  CA operation

For various logical operations, different CA rules are 
formulated. Wolfram researched the CA in one-dimensional 
space and put forward 256 kinds of CA rules [24]. Table 
1 shows some logical operations of different CA rules, 
which generate different output sequences according to 
different rules and input data. Simplification, regularization, 
and blockization characterize the keystream generated 
by the CA, and the CA is easy to implement on various 
platforms [4, 6, 25]. Therefore, the CA is an efficient method 
to generate keystreams that satisfy the characteristics of 
keystream generators in today’s communications. For 
example, the operation of CA rule 45 has the logic operation 
shown in Equation (2).

              1( ) ( 1) ( ( ) ( 1))t t t ta i a i a i a i+ = − ⊕ + .   (2)

Table 1.  The rules of cellular automata and their logical 
operation

CA rule Logical operation
Rule 18 ( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( )a i a i a i a it t t t� � � �1 1 

Rule 30 a i a i a it t t( ) ( ( ) ( ))� � �1 1  

Rule 45 ( 1) ( ( ) ( 1))t t ta i a i a i− ⊕ +

Rule 60 a i a it t( ) ( )� �1

Rule 86 ( ( ) ( )) ( )a i a i a it t t� � �1 1

Rule 90 a i a it t( ) ( )� � �1 1

Rule 105 a i a i a it t t( ) ( ) ( )� � � �1 1

Rule 150 a i a i a it t t( ) ( ) ( )� � � �1 1

Rule 165 a i a it t( ) ( )� � �1 1

Rule 182 a i a i a i a i a it t t t t( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )� � � � � �1 1 1 1∩ ∪

Figure 2 represents the input and output results of the 
cellular automaton rule 45 opera-tion. Figure 2(a) and Figure 
2(b) are the logic circuit and truth table of CA rule 45, 
respectively. For two-state and one-dimension CA proposed 
by Stephen wolfram, the rule number given represents the 
decimal format the binary number encoding the rule table. 
For example, the CA rule 45 has the f(1,1,1) = 0, f(1,1,0) = 
0, f(1,0,1) = 1, f(1,0,0) = 0, f(0,1,1) = 1, f(0,1,0) = 1, f(0,0,1) 
= 0, f(0,0,0) = 1. So it is denoted as CA rule 45, i.e. (0010 
1101)b = 45.

( )ta i( 1)ta i − ( 1)ta i +

1( )ta i+

(a) Logic circuit of CA rule 45

111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000

10110100

(b) Truth table of CA rule 45

Figure 2.  Logic circuit and truth table of CA rule 45

2.2 Related Work
The applications of cellular automata in security 

are widespread. Roy et al. proposed a symmetric block 
encryption system based on the CA [4]. This encryption 
system includes three main parts: the rule-vector generator, 
the encryption algorithm, and the decryption algorithm. 
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First, the rule-vector generator randomly generates GCA rule 
vectors that have cycle lengths of 8. They are the keys used 
for encryption and decryption. The proposed CA is claimed 
to be high in efficiency and lightweight in terms of operation 
load. However, in this study, the rule-vector generator is used 
as the key generator and the numbers of keys that satisfy the 
requirement of the rule-vector generator are rare. That means 
that the key space is smaller.

Kumar et al. proposed a block symmetric encryption 
method based on a lightweight two-dimensional CA [10]. 
The encryption process of a data block consists of an XOR 
operation, block permutation, one-dimensional reversible 
cellular automata keystream generation and two-dimensional 
reversible cellular automata Margolus neighborhood cell. The 
proposed lightweight symmetric key cryptography system 
can be applied to small IoT devices with low computational 
requirements. 

Kumaravel et al. proposed a block encryption method [8]. 
The encryption is based on reversible cellular automata, non-
uniform reversible cellular automata, and bit permutation 
(BP) to achieve higher parallelism and to simplify the 
hardware and software implementations for applications 
requiring a high degree of security. The message is encrypted 
by Pseudo Random Number Generators (PRNGs) using the 
CA, and it increases the complexity by mixing reversible 
cellular automata and non-reversible cellular automata. 
The symmetric block encryption is high-speed, simple, and 
effective.

CA is  a lso adopted in  one-way hash funct ion. 
Rajeshwaran et al. proposed a CA-based hashing algorithm 
(CABHA) by using CA rules and a custom transformation 
function to create a strong hash from an input message and 
a key [9]. It can verify the integrity and authenticity of the 
message. The CA provides good nonlinear transformation, 
and the transformation function offers better diffusion and 
confusion, which ensures that the one-way hash function 
has a good avalanche effect. In this study, experiments have 
proved that this hash function has good collision resistance 
characteristics.

In IoT, image encryptions using cellular automata have 
been proposed [15-16, 18-19]. Roy et al. proposed an image 
encryption cipher called IESCA for IoT applications that use 
camera sensors for surveillance. The proposed cipher uses 
2D Moore cellular automata with nine neighbors [26]. Two-
dimensional Moore cellular automata cells can generate a 
highly chaotic sequence that can be used to encrypt images 
or generate pseudo random numbers. Since it is convenient 
to apply cellular automata in hardware and cellular automata 
consist of simple operations locally, the proposed scheme is 
lightweight and can be easily implemented in sensor devices 
at the physical level.

3  The Proposed Sliding-Window CA- 
Based Image Encryption

The proposed image encryption scheme is based on a 
keystream generated by the sliding-window CA (SWCA)-
based keystream generator. In this section, we first introduce 
the SWCA-based keystream generator and then depict the 

image encryption scheme based on the proposed keystream.

3.1 The SWCA-based Keystream Generator
The simple logic operation of the CA can improve the 

efficiency of the overall secure communications in IoT. 
In this section, we propose an SWCA-based keystream 
generator. The initial states of the CA are iterated with 
neighboring cells in the process, and the output state exhibits 
diversity and unpredictability. It shows complex interactive 
phenomena under the relatively simple rules. The outputs of 
the states are suitable for keystream generators. Figure 3 is 
a block diagram of the proposed basic keystream generator, 
where the input key is 128 bit, r is the number of rounds, and 
keystream is the output.

Key, r 

Keystream generater keystream

Figure 3. The proposed keystream generation process

The security is lower if the sequence is iterated using 
a single CA rule [12]. To increase the chaos of the output 
keystream and improve the randomness, we process the 
iteration by multiple CA rules. Figure 4 shows the composite 
use of multiple CA rules, which increases the chaos of the 
keystream. We further combine one-dimensional cellular 
automata, a sliding-window, and bit permutation to propose 
an SWCA-based keystream generator.

.

n Cell CA for Rule A

n Cell CA for Rule B

n bits binary data

n Cell CA for Rule C

Figure 4.  The combination of multiple CA rules

3.1.1 Sliding-Window
The output data of the first iteration are the input of the 

keystream generator of the second iterative operation of the 
CA. The sliding-window ensures that the range of the output 
data of the first iteration captured is variable. Therefore, the 
input data of the second iteration is variable, making the 
output more unpredictable. Before the CA operation, the 
sliding-window has to capture data. Figure 5 represents the 
operation flow of the sliding-window, where data at-2 and 
at-1 represent the output data of the previous two iterations, 
formulated as Equations (3) and (4).

       2 2 2 2 2{ (0), (1), (2), (127)}t t t t ta a a a a− − − − −=  . (3)
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       1 1 1 1 1{ (0), (1), (2), (127)}t t t t ta a a a a− − − − −=  .            (4)

The data at-2 are concatenated with at-1, as shown in 
Equation (5). The sequence {b(0), b(1)...b(7)} determines the 
window displacement position j, as shown in Equation (6):

        2 1|| { (0), (1), (2), (255)}t tRow a a b b b b− −= =  .             (5)

        
0 1 2 3 4

5 6

(0) 2 (1) 2 (2) 2 (3) 2 (4) 2
(5) 2 (6) 2

j b b b b b
b b

= × + × + × + × + ×

+ × + ×
.       (6)

 

2 (0)ta − 2 (127)ta −2 (1)ta − 1(0)ta − 1(126)ta −1(1)ta −

(254)b (255)b(0)b (1)b







(255)b(0)b (1)b   ( )b j ( 127)b j +

>> j

(127)wb(0)wb (1)wb Row_sliding

Row

1(127)ta −2 (126)ta −

sliding-window

(2)b  

Figure 5.  A sliding-window

Bit Permutation for 



0 1 1 0 1 1
bw(0) bw(1) bw(2) bw(3) bw(126) bw(127)

1 0 1 1 0 1
at(127)





  

at(49)at(43)at(37)at(31)at(25)

0 1 2(0) 2 (1) 2 (2) 2w w wA b b b= × + × + ×

1 ( 31)(mod  127)i iN A N+ = × +

Sliding-Window

Figure 6.  Bit permutation

The CA rule chooses the sequence to be performed on 
the basis of the starting position j. The starting position j also 
represents the starting position of the window. As shown in 
Equation (7), there are 128 bits in the window. The position 
of the window where the data are captured will be changed 
according to the number j, and it is similar to a sliding-
window with displacement j.

Row_sliding = {b(j), b(j+1),…b(j+127)}.           (7)

For each SWCA iteration, a 128-bit sequence in the 
sliding-window is put to the next iteration of the CA 
operation. Because there are no neighbors on either side for 
CA operation, the output sequence will gradually shrink in 
length [1]. To obtain a 128-bit output constantly, we add 1 
bit to the left and 1 bit to the right of the sliding-window. 
That is, bw(127) is added to the leftmost side and bw(0) to the 

rightmost side to form a 130-bit sequence {bw(127), bw(0), 
bw(1)…bw(127), bw(0)}. After that, a one-dimensional cellular 
automaton operation is performed, which produces a 128-bit 
output sequence.
3.1.2 Bit Permutation

The bit permutation is basically performed by the linear 
congruence method (LCG) to change the positions of the 
bits in the sequence. For bit permutation, we use the linear 
congruence method, shown in Equation (8):

1 ( )(mod )i iN A N B M+ = × + .                                (8)

Where A, B, M are parameters, Ni represents the original 
position, and Ni+1 represents the replaced position. Figure 6 is 
an example of bit permutation. If bw(0), bw(1), bw(2) are equal 
to 011, i.e. A = 6, then the bw(0) bit is replaced to the position 
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of at(31), and so on. The last 1 bit at(127) is equal to bw(127). 
The purpose of the bit permutation is to break up the order 
of the entire 128-bit sequence. And the keystream generated 
by the cellular automaton is more unpredictable. For the 
consideration of efficiency, the relation of input and output 
can be looked up by table for actual operation.

The proposed keystream generator combines a one-
dimensional CA, a sliding-window, and bit permutation 
to generate the keystream required for image encryption. 
The input data are the 128-bit key (Key), and the number of 
operation rounds are r. For each round, according to round 
counter, the data chosen via the sliding-window process a CA 
operation on the basis of the one-dimensional CA rules and 
bit replacement. Finally, a 128-bit sequence is obtained. The 
output data at replace the sequence at-1, and at-2 is updated, 
i.e., the input candidates of the next iteration are renovated. 
The input value r determines the overall number of rounds, 
which affects the final output keystream length. Finally, an r 
× 128 bit keystream is generated.

3.2 SWCA-based Image Encryption
In this section, we present an image encryption system 

based on the SWCA. With the vigorous development of 
digital information, people convert traditional photos into 

digital images. These images are often transmitted via the 
IoT. However, these images if not encrypted can be easily 
cracked or stolen during the transmission process, leading to 
violation of confidentiality and privacy. Therefore, in recent 
years, research on image encryption has garnered a lot of 
attention [15-16, 18-19, 27].

Ordinary images have obvious image characteristics. 
For example, among adjacent images, the same area of 
grayscale image data will have similar grayscale values. 
The high correlation among these images makes it easy for 
attackers to attack, and some traditional encryption systems 
may not provide image encryption that can withstand such 
attacks. Recently, many image encryption systems have been 
proposed. The image encryption process mainly involves 
scrambling columns and rows and confusing the pixels via 
the keystream. Scrambling changes the relative positions of 
the image pixels to encrypt the image. The computational 
complexity of the encryption process is low, and the 
efficiency is high. However, the image values of pixels are 
not changed. As a result, the final histogram is the same and 
attackers may attack using this weakness. Image confusion 
involves changing the values of the pixels using the 
keystream. It combines with image scrambling and promotes 
secure image encryption [28].

 

Plaintext 
Image Key (256 Bits)

Sliding Window 
Cellular Automata 

Keystream Generator 

Ciphertext 
Image 

Scrambling of Row 

Coufusion of Pixels 
Position  

Confusion of 
Pixel’s value

R1

R2

R3

R4

Scrambling of Column

i = 0

if i <= 3
yes

no

i++

Figure 7.  Flowchart of the proposed SWCA-based image encryption system
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S i n c e  a d j a c e n t  i m a g e s  h a v e  t h e  s a m e  i m a g e 
characteristics, there will be security concerns when 
encrypting directly. To solve the problem of high correlation 
between adjacent images, we propose an image encryption 
system that combines image scrambling and image pixel 
location confusion based on the proposed SWCA keystream 
generator. Figure 7 displays this algorithm. First, the key 
Key is input into the keystream generator to generate the 
keystreams R1, R2, R3, and R4, required for each image 
encryption process. Then, the system repeats four rounds of 
row scrambling and column scrambling and pixel position 
confusion and performs pixel value confusion. The final 
output ciphertext is the encrypted image. The operations 
of the image encryption will be introduced in detail the 
following sections.
3.2.1 Scrambling of Rows and Columns

The main purpose of column scrambling and row 
scrambling is to disturb the pixels in each area of the image 
to change the overall structure of the image. Column and 
row scrambling can solve the problem of the same area 
of the image data having similar grayscale values and is 
characterized by high speed and efficiency. Row scrambling 
divides the image horizontally. We use the proposed SWCA-
based keystream to scramble the columns on the image, as 
shown in Figure 8, where {m1, m2, m3, … m16} represents 
the data block after image segmentation. R1 is a random 
keystream in bytes generated by the proposed keystream 
generator. The image value will be in rows arranged in 
ascending order through the keystream R1. The image is 
divided vertically, and the generated keystream scrambles 
the columns, as shown in Figure 9, where {n1, n2, n3 , … 
n16} represents the data block after image segmentation. R2 
is a random keystream in bytes, and the image segment will 

be arranged in ascending order through the keystream R2 in 
column.
3.2.2 Confusion of Pixel Position

After the rows and columns are scrambled, the relative 
positions of pixels in the image blocks have changed but 
the image still retains some features. The confusion of pixel 
positions permutates the locations of pixels in the image, 
which can diffuse the position of the image pixels more 
finely to encrypt the image. The proposed confusion of 
pixel position is shown in Figure 10. We use the keystream 
produced by the proposed keystream generator to permutate 
the pixels, where {p1, p2, p3,… p16} represent the 16 pixels 
of the image, R3 is a random keystream in units of bytes, and 
the image pixels are arranged in ascending order through the 
keystream R3.
3.2.3 Confusion of Pixel Value

After the image is encrypted by scrambling rows and 
columns and confusing the pixel positions, for a flat image, 
only the image pixel positions are changed. Some traditional 
image encryption methods use scrambling, and only the 
pixels are moved. However, such images are easy to attack 
by statistical analysis because the histograms of the original 
image are the same as that of the scrambled image. To 
prevent statistical analysis attacks, it is necessary to confuse 
the pixel values [28]. In the following, we use the proposed 
keystream to confuse the pixel values on the image, as shown 
in Figure 11. First, the proposed keystream generator produces 
the keystream. Then, an exclusive OR operation is performed 
on the pixels with the keystream. Finally, the encrypted 
image is obtained, where R4 is the keystream generated by 
the proposed keystream generator. Pi represents the pixels of 
the image, and C represents the encrypted image. 

Key Stream Generator Based on Sliding Window Cellular Automata 

R1

Random data of R1

Sorting of Position

EB A6 80 F4 3C 36 7D 1E D7 DF DA B0 3A 42 27 C0

8 15 6 13 5 14 7 3 2 12 16 9 11 10 1 4

m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10 m11 m12 m13 m14 m15 m16Position of Row

Shifted Row m8 m15 m6 m13 m5 m14 m7 m3 m2 m12 m16 m9 m11 m10 m1 m14

Sorting of Position by R1

Position of R1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 161 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

m1
m2
m3

m15
m16




Figure 8.  The results of row scrambling
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Position of R2

Key Stream Generator Based on Sliding Window Cellular Automata 

R2

Random data of R2

Sorting of Position

EF 4E 82 B9 54 7A 9E E7 52 9E 14 FD 31 31 FF 3B

11 13 16 14 2 9 5 6 3 7 10 4 15 8 1 12

n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16Position of Column 

Shifted Column 

Sorting of Position by R2

n11 n13 n16 n14 n2 n9 n5 n6 n3 n7 n10 n4 n15 n8 n1 n12

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 161 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

n16n15n2n1 

Figure 9. The results of column scrambling

Key Stream Generator Based on Sliding Window Cellular Automata 

R3

Random data of R3

Sorting of Position R3

2D 7A C4 70 10 B9 66 7D AA DF 83 C F9 79 D5 38

12 5 1 16 7 4 14 2 8 9 11 6 3 15 10 13

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10 p11 p12 p13 p14 p15 p16

Position of Shift Pixels

Sorting of Position by R3

Position of pixels 

p12 p5 p1 p16 p7 p4 p14 p2 p8 p9 p11 p6 p3 p15 p10 p13

Position of  R3 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 161 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 10.  The result of confusion of pixel position
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Key Stream Generator Based on Sliding Window Cellular Automata 

R4

Random data of R4

Position of R4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

A9 39 6E 51 A5 FF 19 54 F7 85 46 C6 6D 38 60 71

Position of P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Pi

P in hex 70 67 71 69 6A 6F 6C D5 C9 70 69 69 6C 6E 66 69

P R4

Position of C

217 94 31 56 207 144 117 129 62 245 47 175 1 56 6 18Data value of C

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 161 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

C in hex D9 5E 1F 38 CF 90 75 81 3E F5 2E AF 1 86 6 24

Figure 11.  The result of the confusion of the pixel values

(a) Plaintext image of Lana (b) Encrypted image of (a) (c) Decrypted image of (a)

(d) Plaintext image of Ken (e) Encrypted image of (d) (f) Decrypted image of (d)

Figure 12.  Experimental results of image encryption based on the proposed SWCA scheme
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(g) Plaintext image of Earth (h) Encrypted image of (g) (i) Decrypted image of (g)

(j) Plaintext image of girl (k) Encrypted image of (j) (l) Decrypted image of (j)

(m) Plaintext image of all-white (n) Encrypted image of (m)

(p) Plaintext image of all-black (q) Encrypted image of (p)

(o) Plaintext image of (m)

(r) Decrypted image of (p)

Figure 12.  Experimental results of image encryption based on the proposed SWCA scheme (continued)
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3.3 Experimental Results of the Proposed SWCA-based 
Image Encryption Scheme
In this section, we will show the experimental results of 

the image encryption system based on the proposed SWCA 
scheme. Our plaintext is a grayscale image of 256 × 256 
pixels with a grayscale value of 0~255. After the proposed 
image encryption operation, i.e., by scrambling rows and 
columns and confusing the pixel positions and pixel values, 
the image ciphertext is obtained. Figure 12 is the results of 
plaintext image encryption, and image decryption.

4  Security Analysis and Experimental 
Results

In this section, we simulate the proposed SWCA-based 
image encryption system based on the proposed keystream 
generator. We also analyze the security of the simulated 
experimental results. The simulation environment of this 
experiment is shown in Table 2.

Table 2.  Simulation environment

Operation system Windows 10

CPU AMD Ryzen 5 3400G  
3.70 GHz

Memory 16.0 GB

Simulation system Python 3.9

SP800-22 is a keystream test standard formulated by the 
National Institute of Standards (NIST) [14]. It is one of the 
most representative keystream tests. There are 15 tests in 
this statistical test. The keystream generated by the proposed 
scheme pass the tests.

Bit diffusion and image scrambling are not enough for 
secure image encryption. The pixel values in the same area 
will be so close that an attacker will be able to infer the 
original image by analyzing the distribution of image pixels. 
The reason is that the pixels of the original image and the 
encrypted image have the same distribution. In this section, 
we introduce the results of security analysis of the proposed 
image encryption system.

4.1 Histogram Analysis
Image histogram analysis is a method used to represent 

the distribution of pixels in a digital image. According to 
the total number of pixels in this image, a histogram of this 
image can be drawn. Through the histogram, we can easily 
understand the pixel distribution of the image. Firstly, we 
select a gray-scale image with a size of 256 × 256 pixels 
and compare the original image with the encrypted image 
by the proposed image encryption system. Both histogram 
analysis results are shown in Figure 13(b) and 13(d), where 
the horizontal axis of the histogram is the gray value of the 
image and the vertical axis is the number of pixels. And 
Figure 13(a) is the original image, and Figure 13(c) is the 
encrypted image.
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Figure 13.  Results of histogram analysis
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Figure 13 shows that the histogram of the original image 
is unevenly distributed, which means that the correlation of 
the original image is high. The histogram of the encrypted 
image is almost uniformly distributed. This means that, after 

the encryption, the position and value of the image have 
a good scrambling and confusion effect, which breaks the 
high correlation of the original image, making the image less 
vulnerable to statistical attacks by histogram analysis. 

Table 3.  Correlation coefficient between plaintext image and ciphertext image

Direction
Coefficients
Horizonal Vertical Diagonal

Plaintext image 0.92881 0.91888 0.92882
Encrypted image 0.00271 0.00244 0.00201

Table 4.  Comparison of the correlation coefficients

Scheme
Coefficients
Horizontal Vertical Diagonal

Proposed scheme 0.00271 0.00244 0.00201
Chen’s scheme [5] 0.0189 0.0201 0.0163
Zhang’s scheme [19] 0.0086 0.00149 0.0046
Huang’s scheme [29] 0.02119 0.00122 0.02953
Kamal’s scheme [30] -0.0093 0.0025 0.0042
Roy’s scheme [31] -0.005 -0.006 -0.003
Wang’s scheme [32] 0.004778 -0.000248 0.000623
Zhang’s scheme [33] 0.00201 0.00248 0.01323

4.2 Key Space Analysis
A good image encryption system needs a large enough 

key space to resist brute force attacks. The proposed image 
encryption system generates the keystreams R1, R2, R3 and 
R4 required for each stage by inputting the key Key to the 
proposed SWCA-based keystream generator to disrupt the 
entire image. The key Key is 128-bit binary data, and its key 
space is 2128. The key space of the proposed image encryption 
system is large enough to resist the brute force attacks.

4.3 Correlation Analysis
The correlation coefficient can show the linear correlation 

between two variables x and y. The value of the coefficient 
is between 1 and -1. If x increases when y increases, the 
correlation coefficient is closer to 1, and if x decreases 
when y increases, the correlation coefficient is closer to -1. 
A correlation coefficient of 0 means that there is no linear 
correlation between the two variables x and y. Equations 
(9–13) show the algorithm of the correlation coefficient rxy, 
where rxy represents the covariance of two variables x and y, 
cov(x,y), divided by the product of their standard deviations 
D(x) and D(y), and N is the total number of pixels.
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We will calculate the correlation between two adjacent 
pixels in the encrypted image, which includes three types of 
correlations: between two vertical adjacent pixels, between 
two horizontal adjacent pixels, and between two diagonal 
adjacent pixels. First, we randomly select 65280 pairs of 
adjacent pixels. Then, we calculate rxy according to the 
correlation coefficient formula. The correlation coefficients 
of the vertical, horizontal, and diagonal adjacent pixels of the 
plaintext image and the ciphertext image are shown in Table 
3. According to Table 3, the correlation coefficient of the 
plaintext image is close to 1, which means that the adjacent 
pixels of the original image are highly correlated. The 
adjacent pixels of the encrypted image are close to 0, which 
means that the adjacent pixels of the encrypted image have 
low correlation. Table 4 is a comparison of the correlation 
coefficients of our proposed scheme and other schemes. This 
table indicates that the image encrypted via our proposed 
scheme has low correlation coefficient between the plaintext 
image and the ciphertext image.

4.4 Differential Attack
Differential attack is a method of encrypting the 

plaintext with a small difference, analyzing the change in 
the ciphertext, and then inferring the key or the structure of 
the encryption system. Therefore, a well-encrypted image 
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should be vastly different from the original image in order 
to avoid differential attack. The strength of the resistance 
to differential attack can be evaluated by two parameters: 
Number of Changing Pixel Rate (NPCR) and Unified 
Averaged Changed Intensity (UACI). The ideal value of 
NPCR is above 99%, and the ideal value of UACI is above 
33% [17]. The calculations of NPCR and UACI are shown in 
Equation (14) and Equation (15), respectively, where C1 and 
C2 are the encrypted images and W and H are the length and 
width, respectively, of the encrypted images in pixels.
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We perform NPCR and UACI calculation for the 
proposed image encryption system. In Figure 14, P1 and P2 
are grayscale images of 256 × 256 pixels with a difference 
in pixels and C1 and C2 are the corresponding ciphertext 
images encrypted by P1 and P2. The test results of NPCR and 
UACI are shown in Table 5. For the proposed scheme, the 
NPCR value was 99.61% and the UACI value was 33.48%, 
which means that the proposed image encryption system can 
effectively resist a differential attack.

Table 5. Differential attack test results and comparisons
Scheme NPCR UACI
Proposed scheme 99.61% 33.48%
Zhang’s scheme [19] 99.61% 33.49%
Kamal’s scheme [30] 99.60% 33.43%
Roy’s scheme [31] 99.93% 38.20%
Wang’s scheme [32] 99.64% 33.41%
Zhang’s scheme [33] 99.80% 33.18%

(a) Plaintext Image P1 (b) The Encrypted Image C1

(c) Plaintext Image P2 (d) The Encrypted Image C2

Figure 14.  Test results of a differential attack
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5  Conclusion

In this paper, we merge CA, sliding-window and bit 
permutation, and propose a sliding-window based CA 
keystream generator. We use the proposed keystream 
generated by SWCA for image encryption system. The 
image is scrambled and confused with the keystream, which 
effectively disrupts and covers the entire image. It has a 
larger key space. The histogram analysis and correlation 
analysis also show that the encrypted image has good pixel 
distribution and low correlation. In the differential attack 
analysis, the NPCR value and the UACI value are more than 
99% and 33%, respectively. For the secure application of IoT, 
CA have the advantages of simplicity and modularization.
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